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We are currently recruiting an art director to help
create unique art assets for our RPG game. Your
responsibilities will include designing and creating
high-quality assets to portray the unique fantasy
world of “The Lands Between”. At certain points in
the game, you may receive quests to provide
additional inspiration, so work should reflect that
kind of narrative. The game is an RPG in the style
of NieR and NieR Automata, meaning its fantasy
setting will exhibit fantastic and otherworldly
elements. There is also a lot of action and thrill!
We welcome all kinds of art from people who want
to join the team, so no matter whether you are a
designer or a level artist, we'd love to have you.
Required skills - Drawing skills are required The
Lodestone is a new online action-RPG for the 3D
generation. Our goal is to provide a faithful
reproduction of the Genesis/Famicom experience
in a modern game. The Lands Between, which is
the setting for The Lodestone, is a world where life
has begun to deteriorate after the fall of
humanity. You are a hero, a magus, brought back
to life by the Elden Ring from the future and given
the task of defeating the great evil. You can equip
a wide variety of weapons and armor to customize
your battle skills, including multiple types of
swords, daggers, armor, shields, and magic. You
will travel across a vast world full of exciting game
scenarios and an original story. The Lands
Between is an action RPG with a unique
perspective of the future, creating something
unlike any other gaming experience. We are
looking for talented art and writing talents to join
us. Requirements You are required to be at least
21 years old. Conditions We are looking for people
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who share our passion for making games that
bring a fresh and uncliched adventure to the 3D
gaming industry. We welcome all kinds of art from
people who want to join the team. Advantages
Exceptional compensation We are currently
recruiting an art director to help create unique art
assets for our RPG game. Your responsibilities will
include designing and creating high-quality assets
to portray the unique fantasy world of “The Lands
Between”. At certain points in the game, you may
receive quests to provide additional inspiration, so
work should reflect that kind of narrative

Elden Ring Features Key:
A fantasy RPG with a unique action game twist.
A dynamic battle system with the element of RPG.
An interlocking story with multiple endings and surprises. Explore the
story using the console commands and enhance your experience!
Input controls that allow for comfortable play even in the event that you
are no good at RPG games.
Equipment that enhances your strength, reaction time, and other stats.
A party divided into three classes (Lance, Warrior, and Mage) to allow
you to customize each class in accordance with your play style.
Standardized and very powerful weapons that rival those of a turn-based
system.
A dark and powerful opponent that mercilessly attacks you from behind.

Shirogane Game Engine features:

A large, beautiful map and vast area.
An array of map data that will immerse you in the world of Elden. Utilize
the online Map Service to get acquainted with the world.
A remarkably realistic graphical effect that provides a sense of
immersion when interacting with the game world.
High-definition graphics that offer a sense of depth during multiple play
sessions.

Please note:

The online service that lets you recognize and connect with other
players will become effective from day 1 of the game's scheduled
release. Please be aware that there will be no refunds for illegal usage
until the online service becomes effective.
A demo version of the game is planned to be released for 24 hours. We
apologize for any inconvenience this will cause to you. However, we
want to give you a chance to get familiar with the gameplay. The
scheduled day for the demo version of the game will be decided when
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the online service becomes effective.

【#GRAB2016】

2012, Nintendo 3DS
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